Never stop protecting your bottom line

Major components and unforeseen repairs can reach prices far beyond the cost of the McCormick Guard Extended Care and McCormick Guard Premium Extended Care plans. Your plan could pay for itself in just one repair bill!

2 year
2,400 hour

COMPLETE PROTECTION

- Engine $45,000
- Air Conditioning $6,000
- Steering Column $1,800
- Front Axle $13,000
- Transmission $43,000
- Door $2,000

5 year/
5,000 hour total

EXTENDED
POWERTRAIN PROTECTION

- Engine $45,000
- Transmission $43,000
- Front Axle $13,000
- Air Conditioning $6,000
- Door $2,000

As low as $17 a month
with $500 deductible

- Engine
- Transmission
- Front Axle
- Transmission

With McCormick Guard Premium Extended Care, you’re guarded with complete protection

- Engine
- Transmission
- Front Axle
- Air Conditioning
- Door

5 year/
5,000 hour total

EXTENDED
COMPLETE PROTECTION

- Engine $45,000
- Transmission $43,000
- Front Axle $13,000
- Air Conditioning $6,000
- Door $2,000

As low as $35 a month
with $500 deductible

- Engine
- Transmission
- Front Axle
- Air Conditioning
- Door

Contingent on tractor model. All prices are based on MSRP and McCormick Finance Programs at the time of flyer production and are subject to change. McCormick Guard and McCormick Guard Premium are not an insurance policy or a guarantee/warranty policy. As such, these plans are not governed by laws and/or taxes associated with insurance or warranty.

*not including hoses
**non-cosmetic
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Congratulations on your new tractor

You have selected a quality product designed, engineered, and manufactured in-house by McCormick.

With a McCormick Guard Extended Care plan, you are protected from unforseen covered repairs.